




• 13 years as Principal and extensive experience as Executive Principal
• Three years as Accounting officer
• Ofsted Inspector
• NLE
• Launched Blue Sky TSA in March 2014 
• CSEL from September 1st 2018 at The Romero Catholic Academy 
• Member DfE Headteacher reference group 
• Requested to Link HMI to shadow Secondary Inspections to broaden experience
• Term at Cardinal Wiseman Secondary supporting Bridget Morris and Tony 

Quinn – working knowledge of Secondary but broadening at pace
• Worked significantly with Heythrop College and CES on leadership formation 

and sub regional Formatio development

Experience



Working In Partnership
Working Smarter, Not Harder

•Working as one organisation
•>500 staff & >3400 pupils

•Connecting our schools, Academy 
committees, staff and communities

•Collaborating to improve economies of 
scale and reducing costs 

• In light of reducing education funding

• Improving the transition of Primary pupils 
into Cardinal Wiseman

•Collective moral purpose to ensure every 
child and student reaches their potential 
through a Romero school improvement 
strategy 



Our History 

Named after Blessed Oscar Romero
Whilst Archbishop of San Salvador he spoke 
out against poverty, social injustice, 
assassinations, and torture.  He was 
martyred whilst saying Mass, on 24th March 
1980.

Formed in August 2015, The Romero Catholic 
Academy of eight schools was created to ensure 
that Cardinal Wiseman remained a Catholic 
school following an Ofsted inspection. 
The name was very quickly chosen and agreed 
upon by all leaders.



Our vision is to create 
"A Beacon of 

Excellence for Catholic 
Education"

Our Mission
“We are a Christ-centred
Community dedicated to 

faith formation, academic 
excellence and 

individual growth for all 
of our young people, all 

rooted in the Gospel 
message of Jesus Christ.”



Our Values:

These are fundamental to our long-term success and represent the set of standards under 

which all of us in Romero MAC will work, and against which performance will be assessed 

and rewarded.

Respect 

We respect and value those we work with and the contribution that they make.

Integrity

We act fairly, ethically and openly in all we do.

Service

We put our children at the centre of all that we do

Excellence

We use our energy, skills and resources to deliver the best, sustainable results.



CASH
26th June 2018

• MAT review March 2018
• Recent experience and influence in short/ long term

• Catholic Senior Executive Lead 
• Direction of travel



Day 1 11.30am – 12.40pm
Section 5        Section 8         Section 5        No formal    Section 5        Section 8    

Day 2 11.30am – 11.40am
Section 5          Section 8        

2.30pm MAT review called into Hub
4pm Call with Chair and Accounting Officer              

Inspections finally finished Thursday evening

Simultaneous Inspection of all eight schools



Inspection Teams 

Cardinal 
Wiseman

Sacred 
Heart

St John 
Fisher

St Gregory St 
Patrick

Corpus 
Christi

Good 
Shepherd

SSPeter
and Paul

Type of 
inspection

Section 5
(prev SW)

No formal 
designation

If any aspect had 
been identified as 
‘Good’ conversion 

over 24 hours would 
have occurred.

Section 8 Section 8
Section 5 

(prev Good)
Section 8

Section 5
(prev Good)

Section 5
(prev RI)

Inspection 
team

HMI 
OI OI
OI OI

HMI
OI

HMI HMI
HMI 
OI

HMI

HMI
HMI
OI

HMI 
OI

Lead HMI
Dan Owen
(also did MAT 

review) 

Matt 
Meckin

Mark 
Sims

Jane 
Spilsbury

Sue 
Cameron

Deana 
Holdaway

Sandy 
Hayes

Tim 
Hill

Ofsted
Outcomes

Improved 
SW to RI

Sustained 
Outstanding

Sustained 
Good

Sustained 
Good

Declined 
from Good 

to RI

Sustained 
Good

Declined 
from Good 

to RI

Improved 
from RI to 

Good



Common features of inspections
Inspections are due in third year of operation –now Ofsted close to two years of conversion

• HMIs led all inspections
• All HMIs briefed on Scheme of delegation and a model. Extensive use of website.

• There is a move to request this of all MATs in readiness for review
• Direct engagement of five inspections
• MAT review is not official until all inspections are live
• On initial call additional information was disclosed to Principals e.g. financial 

information, newness of leadership team. 
• Contact is made with DfE and any additional information gathered into evidence 

base
• There were a set of questions each HMI was given to ask (like a Special Evidence 

Form) that captured impact of the MAC. 
• This was most notable in SS Peter and Paul the final Section 5 where staff were 

gathered in staff room for a discussion



MAT review

• On Tuesday – Thursday all feedback meetings with Ofsted inspections were noted 
and collated so we could identify trends

• On Friday of week 1 – call with Martin re strengths and areas of development that 
were common across schools

• MAT review similar to LA – the HMIs stayed in one place and we had to gather 
stakeholders from across the MAC to share their views on each of the sessions

• We ensured a breadth from Principals to Directors to Academy Committee 
members



HMIs completed a MAT review of all eight schools.
Outcome letter published May 14th

Day Date Engagement Inspectors Timescale

Day 1 Monday 13th March Whole 
Board

Dan Owen HMI
Martin Pye HMI

1pm Arrival
2pm Board 

presentation

Day 2 Tuesday 14th March LA 
Diocese

Board LAC

Dan Owen HMI
Martin Pye HMI

Stakeholder 
discussion

Day 3 Wednesday 15th March Principals Dan Owen HMI
Martin Pye HMI

James McNeillie HMI
(QA)

Stakeholder 
discussion

Final feedback 
at 4pm



Day Date

Day 
1

Monday 13th

March 

Meet the Board
Presentation

Documentation
Emerging evidence from focused inspections

Martin and Dan

By the time the inspection 
had finished there were 
three tables of evidence 

and documentation

Day 
2

Tuesday 14th

March
How we know our 

school
Martin

How we grow our 
people

Dan

Am Governance and accountability
Martin and Dan

This is a key session 
and has to be done 

early in review

Am Meeting with 
Diocese Martin

Meeting with LA 
Dan

Pm How we improve our schools
Martin and Dan

Pm Team meeting with senior leaders
Martin and Dan/ Helen Brendan



Day Date Engagement Activity

Day 3 Wednesday 15th

March 
How we use, monitor and 

evaluate external support and 
advice
Martin

How we make best use of 
resources

Dan

Am How we support and challenge Principals
Martin and Dan

Am Our successes so far and our 
future
Martin

How we keep our pupils safe
Dan

Pm Disadvantaged
Martin

Pm Team meeting with senior leaders
Martin Helen

Pm Feedback to Directors LA Diocese and



Possible evidence the MAC may 
wish to present:

1. evidence of MAC’s impact and effectiveness in improving academies, raising standards 
and accelerating rates of progress

2. a summary of self-evaluation regarding arrangements for supporting improvement
3. strategic plans including partnerships & brokerage of expertise
4. how the MAC monitors, challenges and supports academies and records of measurable

impact
5. performance data and analysis
6. staff list showing roles and responsibilities e.g. in improvement initiatives;
7. strategies to improve academy leadership and management and records of impact
8. information regarding strategies used to improve governance/leadership in individual 

academies and/or across the MAC. 



Nine characteristics of successful MATS

Based on work by Sir David Carter.

Summary considered at Board meeting earlier in the year.
Judgements were Beginning, Developing, Embedding and Leading.

Overall performance judged to be Developing 

Beginning

Developing Embedding

Leading

Overall 
Performance

1.Strategic 
plan 

2. Clear 
accountability  

framework

3. Clear 
QA

4.Delegated 
framework of 
governance

5.MAC wide 
school 

improvement

6. 
Systematic 

S2SS

7.MAC Risk 
indicators

8.Clear 
succession 

plan

9. MAC wide 
commitment to 

contribution local, 
regional and 

national

Developing
(CW is beginning)

Developing
Developing 

(CW is beginning)
Developing Developing Developing

Developing
(CW is beginning)

Developing Developing 
Embedding moving 

to leading



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads
/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705197/Romero_Cat
holic_Multi-Academy_Company_report.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705197/Romero_Catholic_Multi-Academy_Company_report.pdf


Recommendations

1) Improve the company’s oversight of the use and impact of pupil premium on the 
achievement of disadvantaged pupils. 

2) Secure permanent leadership and sustained school improvement in the secondary 
phase so that academic standards rise. 

3) Continue to make best use of expertise that exists across the primary phase of 
the company in order to raise standards further and address pockets of 
underachievement, particularly in mathematics.   

4) Capitalise on the improved working relationships between the primary and 
secondary phases in order to assist a smooth transition of pupils between key 
stages 2 and 3. 

5) Ensure that different tiers of decision-making at board and diocesan level help to 
drive school improvement quickly when needed. 



Romero Child 2- 19 years
• At the heart of all our work, we place our focus on what it is to be a Romero child growing into young 

person to take up their place in the world
• Sense of belonging in Romero family of schools; Year 5 – 7 Mass at the start of the year; sports festival; 

joint training days for staff first Friday in November (Ashley John-Baptiste)
• Enabling pupils and students to reach potential though identifying strong practice and sharing 

collaborative expertise across the MAC
• Primary; developing reading Cross Phase; Y6/7 greater depth KS3 curriculum
• Secondary; moderating assessment with expertise from St Augustine
• Holding Principal, leaders, teachers to account (MAC publishing of data; Director mtg) 

• Fundamental is the curriculum and assessment pathway from Nursery to post 16; systemic change to our 
provision will shape outcomes and sustain our standards, consistent quality first teaching across the 
phases and sharing strong 

• Contributing to others to develop self Raise for Rosie; School Council; cross phase Chaplaincy team; 
social justice projects; School councils working together

• Curriculum enrichment – both year group and cross phase opportunities
• Swimming – access to Swimming pool at the Secondary to subtly reinforce the pathway 2 – 19years



School to School Support
• School Categorisation model pulling together KS outcomes; S48; LA; context factors
• Leadership formation has been a significant focus

• Creative solutions
• Working with Diocese
• Secondments and deployments to build confidence
• Principals all lead on a specialised area (Safeguarding PP Ofsted)

• High quality work has been recognised across Primaries.
• Joint appointments
• Leadership development
• Network Leads (cross-phase) – e.g. Chaplaincy, SBM, Learning Mentors, etc.

• St Augustine TSA and Blue Sky TSA are the drivers for system leadership
• S2SS for Secondary is fundamentally more challenging for the Board with only one in our MAC as is the 

criteria of the current Diocesan model for MACs
• However – strategy is to engage with other schools through Tony Quinn as Executive Principal (St 

Augustine High School & St. John Wall Secondary) and to develop a longer term strategy

Next Steps
• Challenge to Improve Boards – termly reviews of Standards HR performance Premises and Finance



Pastoral 
• Secondary 

Attendance 
officer

• Primary 
Attendance 
officer

• Pastoral leads 
come together 
share good 
practice

Teaching 
and 
Learning
• CPD offer for all 

job levels at 
different levels 
of experience

• Shared CPD 

• Enrichment; 
chaplaincy 
teams; sports 
events;

• System 
leadership at 
the heart

KS2 
Leading 
Practitioner

• Outcomes; 
moderation; 
sharing; modelling; 

• Catch up funding; 
transition

KS1 Leading 
Practitioner 
• Year 1 2 Outcomes 

and moderation 
and sharing/ 
modelling strong 
practice

• Looking at 
transition to Year 3

Disadvantaged

• Principal lead for 
MAC PP 
Champions in 
each school

• Looking to 
strategically 
overview £1m

• Daniel Sobel’s 
book

• Pupil Premium 
LLE reviewers 
(Tony Tom 
Andrea and Dee)

Curriculu
m
• Skills Knowledge 

and 
Understanding 
strands

• IT strategy –
Google 
classroom 4D 
classroom

• PiXL extending 
from Secondary

• STEM focus 
2018 /9

• Enrichment 
opportunities



Three years of operation
2015 - 2018

Headlines from 8 separate entities
• Mission, vision, values and aims creating a culture across Romero
• Established centralised team and a governance structure/ engagement model 
• Financially stronger and financial team/ expertise strengthening
• Strength in Primary but Secondary is lagging behind so this needs to be priority and shared 

deployments
• All outcomes need to be at least in line with national for progress and attainment

• At Primary collective deployments to moderate and validate
• At Secondary, decline has been halted but significant work at all levels needed

2016 2017 actual 2018 Projections

All Primary schools Reading writing 
maths combined 40% 55% 72%

Secondary Progress 8 -0.24 -0.42 -0.138



Lessons learned
1. Experience led to point in time and a full review – most helpful
2. Always learning and actively looking to improve
3. Need to think as one company of eight schools – think differently together 

whilst encouraging individual innovation and celebrating success
Standardised; Aligned; Autonomy

4. We are on right track and next steps are clear; how can we evolve further 
Peer to peer President Kennedy; Caludon Castle Trust; Peterborough Diocese, Hayes Valley Trust; 
Inspiration Trust; 

5. The need to unpick across MAT and within academies, the school aspects 
both at the strategic and operational level

6. The need to focus on S2SS beyond our MAC given limitations working in 
partnership regardless of school status

7. Need for clarity in lines of accountability 
8. The swiftness needed in tackling underperformance is a non negotiable 



Next steps……

1. Well planned curriculum from Primary to Secondary to provide seamless 
journey for Romero child to student

2. All three RI schools to be Good well in advance of Sept 2020 and Good schools 
on way to securing elements of Outstanding

3. Continue with talent spotting, leadership development and building capacity
4. Identifying the 10 key reasons in working for Romero being an employer of 

choice
5. Greater focus on 3 year plan and one year plan that cascades to academy level
6. CSEL (CEO) appointed for September will change dynamics
7. Finances are a key factor – need to achieve greater efficiencies 

• £1.8m reported in Trustee report December 2017
• Longer term challenges are leading to consideration of GAG pooling and 

Reserve pooling (ref Lord Agnew letter)
In effect a move from ‘my school’ to ‘all children in the MAT



Catholic Senior Executive Leader
https://www.bdes.org.uk/mac-executive-leadership.html

Multi-academy trusts: Good practice guidance and expectations for growth December 2016 (p 37-38): 
“The Academies Financial Handbook requires that the board of trustees of the academy trust has 
appointed, in writing, a senior executive leader, who may act as an ex officio trustee. This is a mandatory 
requirement. . . .in MATs this will be the chief executive or equivalent. The role must be permanent, not a 
rotating one. RSCs will not approve any arrangement where this is not the case.”

Contact and request for lead
• Diocese March 2017/ 1 – 1 support Justine Lomas
• DfE Visits to MAC in Dec 2017 and Jan 2018
• Ofsted Direct contact in October and MAT review

Far more scrutiny as a school in a MAC!

https://www.bdes.org.uk/mac-executive-leadership.html


Executive Educators Programme
Ambition School Leaders

This is just one example of various functions of CEO as defined by Robert Hill
1. Thinker and strategist
2. Guardian of the flame
3. Instructional leader
4. Leadership developer
5. Orchestrator of partnership depth
6. Quality assurer
7. Business developer
8. Communicator within the MAT
9. Ambassador for the MAT
10.Corporate executive

https://www.ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk/blog/what-does-it-mean-be-ceo-multi-academy-trust/


Catholic Senior Executive Leader

Opportunities Considerations

• Clear line of accountability
• Creative leadership solutions and 

structures
• Ability to have engage with all 

schools
• Helicopter view across all entities
• Ambassador for stakeholders and 

external partners
• Ability to make swift decisions

• Change of existing model
• Establish structural change to 

engagement model
• Culture 
• RACI matrix / lines of delegation/ 

roles and responsibilities
(Recommend/ Approve/ Consult/ Inform)                                                





Oscar Romero



This is what we do: 
We plant the seeds 

that one day will grow. 
We water seeds already planted, 

knowing that they hold future promise. 
We lay foundations 

that will need further development. 
We provide yeast that produces far beyond our 

capabilities.” 

Oscar Romero

Questions



Primary 2,100 plus 300 staff

Secondary 1,400 plus 180 staff

Parishes
St Elizabeth, St John Fisher, 

Corpus Christi St Patrick 

Sacred Heart

Blue Sky
Approximately 12+ 

entities in Alliance

The Hub

Senior Executive 

Management team, senior 

professional and 

administrative staff – 10 

staff

Romero



Patrick Taggart 
Academy Business Director

Heather 
O’Sullivan
Admin Assistant

Corinne Nemeth
P/T Continuous Improvement Officer

Ami Benning
Head of HR

Terrie Kenyon 
Head of Finance 

Raj Yogendran 
Finance Manager 

Nigel Bellamy
Facilities Manager

Rhye Parry
Temp PE and Well Being 

Coordinator

Current Hub Structure



Hub Services for Schools

Business Continuity Planning Pupil progress data service Board and LAC termly briefing Marketing and PR

Termly Priest Working Party Contract vetting and challenge Catering Management Finance

Legal and GDPR lead HR Coaching/ 360 for Principals Senior Management training

Facilities Management SCA contract sourcing
MAC wide website hosting and 

management
MAC wider HR Finance and 
Contract MIS management

Pupil absence management PE and Well being management Minibus fleet management Cashless school management



School
Previous Inspection 

report (PIR)
Headteacher

Overall 
Effectiveness

PIR
Principal

Overall 
Effectiveness

Effectiveness of 
Leadership and 

M’ment

Quality of 
teaching learning 

and ass’t

Personal 
development, 
Behaviour and 

Welfare

Outcomes
EYFS or 

Vith form

Prior to conversion Validated outcomes

Cardinal 
Wiseman 

December 2013
HMI visits followed

Helen Knight
(Sept 2005 retired August 

2016)
Serious Weakness

Tony Quinn
Tom Leverage

Requires 
Improvement

(higher)
3 3 3 3 3

Corpus Christi
May 2015 Debbie Newman

(Sept 2007 to date)
Good 

Debbie Newman
(Sept 2007 to date)

Good Maintained 2 2 2 2 2

Good Shepherd September 2012
Anne Aston 

(retired April 2015)
Good

Yvonne Clarke
(Sept 2015 to date)

(HQ Executive Principal)

Requires 
Improvement

(lower)
3 3 2 3 3

Sacred Heart September 2013
Helen Quinn

(Jan 2005 – date)
Outstanding

Paul Madia
(Nov 2017 to date)

(HQ Executive Principal)

Outstanding
Maintained 1 1 1 1 1

SS Peter and 
Paul

June 2014
Kevin Shakespeare

(January 2014 to date)
Requires 

Improvement
Kevin Shakespeare

(January 2014 to date)
Good

(higher) 2 2 2 2 2

St Gregory September 2013
Ina Murphy

(Sept 2011 - retired August 
2016)

Good
Geraldine Marshall
(Jan 2017 to date)

Good Maintained 2 2 2 2 2

St John Fisher September 2012
Denise Mooney

(took up new post August 
2015)

Good
Dee Williams

(Sept 2015 to date)
Good Maintained 2 2 2 2 2

St Patrick May 2015
Grainne Griffiths

(took up new post August 
2016)

Good
Andrea Sherratt
(Sept 2016 H of S

2017 Principal to date)

Requires 
Improvement

(lower)
2 3 2 3 3

All the judgements matched out evaluations except 1
(Shaded yellow – Ofsted went higher)


